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PURPOSE. We assessed the association between the abundance of macular xanthophyll
carotenoid pigment using dual-wavelength autofluorescence and multimodal vision test-
ing including rod-mediated dark adaptation (RMDA), a measure of retinoid re-supply, in
adults ≥60 years old with and without age-related macular degeneration (AMD).

METHODS. AMD severity was determined using the nine-step Age-Related Eye Disease
Study grading. Tests probed cones (best-corrected visual acuity, contrast sensitivity),
cones and rods (low-luminance visual acuity, low-luminance deficit, mesopic light sensi-
tivity), or rods only (scotopic light sensitivity, RMDA). Signal attenuation by macular
pigment optical density (MPOD) was estimated using a ratio of blue and green autofluo-
rescence signal to yield mean MPOD in a 1°-diameter fovea-centered disk, mean MPOD
in a 2°-diameter disk centered on a perifoveal RMDA test location, and macular pigment
optical volume (MPOV, or integrated MPOD) in a 4°-diameter fovea-centered disk. Age-
adjusted associations between vision and imaging measures were determined.

RESULTS. In 88 eyes of 88 subjects (age, 74.9 ± 5.8 years) with normal eyes (n = 32), early
AMD (n = 23), or intermediate AMD (n = 33), foveal and perifoveal MPOD and MPOV
were higher in the AMD eyes than in the normal eyes. At the RMDA test location, higher
MPOD was unrelated to AMD severity but was associated with faster RMDA.

CONCLUSIONS. In older adults with and without AMD, higher macular xanthophyll concen-
trations are associated with better best-corrected visual acuity and RMDA.Data are consis-
tent with a model of cone resilience and rod vulnerability in aging and AMD and can be
further explored in a larger sample study.

Keywords: autofluorescence, macular xanthophyll pigment, Müller glia, rod-mediated
dark adaptation, cone-mediated vision, age-related macular degeneration, fundus grading

Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) causes vision
loss globally1 and involves dysfunction of the chori-

ocapillary endothelium, retinal pigment epithelium (RPE),
and photoreceptors, with reactive gliosis, in the setting of
extracellular deposits between the outer retina and circula-
tion. The macular pigment (MP) is comprised of two xantho-
phyll carotenoids of dietary origin—(3R,3′R,6′R)-lutein
and (3R,3′R)-zeaxanthin—and a metabolite, (3R,3′S;meso)-
zeaxanthin.2 Oral supplements containing lutein, zeaxan-
thin, and vitamins are recommended for some patients
with non-neovascular AMD.3 Hypothesized beneficial prop-
erties of MP include antioxidant protection,4 improved visual
performance and comfort via short wavelength light-filtering
and dichroism,5,6 and direct interaction with neurons.7

Xanthophylls are also detected in brain.8,9 Greater insight

into MP biology and role in vision is possible now, due to
progress in AMD pathophysiology and imaging.

A proposal that Müller glia are major xanthophyll reser-
voirs10 is gaining traction,11 supported by recent research
on glio-degenerative disease12–17 and evidence in the avail-
able localization studies. Yellow MP is highly concentrated in
the foveal center and extends radially outward in the Henle
fiber, inner plexiform, and nerve fiber layer. This pattern, first
seen with microdensitometry (Fig. 1),18,19 was recently repli-
cated and extended with Raman resonance microscopy to
show high zeaxanthin centrally.20 The distribution includes
cones, as originally described,21 as well as rods and Müller
glia outer trunks in the Henle fiber layer22,23 and lateral
glial extensions in the other layers. Xanthophyll concentra-
tion characteristically falls off sharply with distance from
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FIGURE 1. Retinal distribution of xanthophyll carotenoid pigment. (A) Vertical frozen histological section through the fovea of a rhesus
monkey retina imaged with dual-wavelength microdensitometry. (B) Yellow xanthophyll pigment absorbs short-wavelength blue light and
hence appears dark. (C) Schematic of the laminar distribution of the macular xanthophyll pigment, drawn anew from the images in the top
and middle panels. Xanthophyll pigment is concentrated at the foveal center, the Henle fiber, inner plexiform, and nerve fiber layers. Images
in A and B were downloaded from the website of Max Snodderly, PhD (http://www.sbs.utexas.edu/SnodderlyLab/gallery.html). The images
were originally published in monochrome.18

the foveal center. Individual variation manifesting as central
peaks, rings, and plateaus is related to variation in foveal
structure seen in optical coherence tomography (OCT).11

Xanthophyll concentration in the retinal projection plane,
referred to as macular pigment optical density (MPOD), is
commonly estimated using heterochromatic flicker photom-
etry (HFP), a psychophysical color-matching technique. Past
research with HFP has shown that better cone-mediated
vision, including acuity and contrast sensitivity, is asso-
ciated with higher MPOD levels in cross-sectional stud-
ies of younger adults.24–26 In older normal adults, MPOD
is associated with better light sensitivity.27 Most stud-
ies6,25,26,28–31 (but not all32) of normal eyes of persons
consuming dietary supplements with xanthophyll report
improved photopic and mesopic vision. For both younger
and older normal eyes, greater MPOD assessed by HFP
was linked to better scotopic and mesopic sensitivity and
mesopic visual acuity.5,27,33 A small sample report related
slowed rod-mediated dark adaptation (RMDA) in older
adults to higher foveal MPOD.33 However, in a large sample
of older adults with normal maculas (N = 306), we could not
confirm this finding.34

Drawbacks of HFP for estimating MPOD include diffi-
culty for some older patients and the limited number of
retinal locations tested. MPOD can now be assessed with
dual-wavelength autofluorescence imaging, based on emis-
sion signals elicited from the RPE by blue and green excita-

tion lights. Intensities at fixation, where blue light is blocked
by MP, are compared to intensities at an eccentric reference
point where MPOD is near zero, due to pigment drop-off
with eccentricity. MPOD integrated over the central area,
referred to as macular pigment optical volume (MPOV), is
proposed as a comprehensive metric.35,36 Relative to HFP,
dual-wavelength autofluorescence MPOD imaging is quicker
and more objective, repeatable, and unbiased (i.e., all pixels
are included). Its interpretation can benefit from new data
on the cellular and subcellular basis of RPE autofluorescence
imaging.37–40

In persons ≥60 years of age with early or intermedi-
ate AMD or with normal maculas, we tested whether MP
assessed using dual-wavelength autofluorescence is associ-
ated with aspects of cone- and rod-mediated vision, includ-
ing RMDA. In this exploratory study, we found that higher
foveal MPOD was associated with better cone-mediated
acuity, greater retinal thickness, and AMD severity and that
higher MPOD at the RMDA test location was associated with
better RMDA across severity groups.

METHODS

The study followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki
and was approved by the Institutional Review Board at
the University of Alabama at Birmingham (UAB). Study
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participants provided written informed consent after the
nature and purpose of the study were described.

Participants were recruited from the comprehensive eye
care and retina clinics in the Callahan Eye Hospital at
UAB. One eye of each participant meeting criteria for
normal macular health, early AMD, or intermediate AMDwas
enrolled; when both eyes met entry criteria, the eye with
better acuity was chosen to ensure that RMDA was measur-
able. Three-field digital stereo color fundus photographs
(CFPs) (FF 450plus; Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA, USA) were
evaluated by an experienced grader (MEC) masked to other
study variables (previously determined intra-observer agree-
ment κ = 0.88, inter-observer agreement κ = 0.7541). Eyes
receiving a step of 1 in the Age-Related Eye Disease Study
(AREDS) nine-step classification system42,43 were consid-
ered normal. There were 94 participants who completed
dark adaptation testing and MPOD testing. Among those
who completed these tests, those with central or non-
central geographic atrophy or neovascularization (n = 6)
were excluded, resulting in a sample of N = 88. Study
recruitment exclusion criteria included previous diagnoses
of glaucoma, retina and optic nerve conditions, corneal
disease, brain injury, diabetes, or neurological or psychi-
atric conditions as revealed by the medical record or self-
report. Demographic and health-related characteristics (age,
sex, race/ethnicity, oral carotenoid supplement use, smok-
ing status) were obtained through participant interview. Lens
status was determined from the medical record.

We acquired macular volumes with spectral-domain OCT
(Spectralis HRA+OCT; Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg,
Germany), where λ = 870 nm, scan depth was 1.9 mm, axial
resolution was 3.5 μm per pixel in tissue, and lateral reso-
lution was 14 μm per pixel in tissue. B-scans (n = 73) were
horizontally oriented and centered over the fovea in a 20° ×
15° (5.7 × 4.2-mm) area. Automatic real-time averaging was
8 to 18, and quality (signal-to-noise) was 20 to 47 decibels
(dB). Upon review of the OCT volumes, suspects for non-
symptomatic type 1 neovascularization44,45 were excluded,
as described elsewhere.46

The Spectralis investigational MPOD module uses confo-
cal scanning laser ophthalmoscopy with blue (λ = 488 nm)
and green (λ = 514 nm) laser diodes for autofluorescence
excitation. Initial camera alignment, illumination, and focus
were done in near-infrared mode. The camera mode was
switched to simultaneous 488 nm (blue) and 514 nm (green)
imaging. Two movies of 140 frames over 30 seconds were
captured by flickering the two excitation wavelengths, in
combination with a barrier filter that blocks all wavelengths
< 560 nm. The Spectralis reports correction factors to accom-
modate for the fact that the excitation wavelengths are not
identical to peak MP absorption (∼460 nm).35

Visual Function Testing

Functionally probed retinal regions are shown in Figure 2
in relation to an idealized distribution of MP. RMDA
(Fig. 2A) was measured psychophysically (AdaptDx; Macu-
Logix, Harrisburg, PA, USA)47–49 in one eye after dilation.
The procedure began with a photo-bleach exposure to a
flash (0.25-ms duration, 58,000 scotopic cd/m2·s–1 intensity;
equivalent ∼83% bleach) while the participant focused on
the fixation light. The photo-bleach flash subtended 6° and
was centered at 5° on the inferior vertical meridian (i.e.,
superior to the fovea on the retina), which was also the
position of the test target. Threshold measurement for a 2°-

diameter circular target of 500-nm wavelength (green) light
began 15 seconds after bleach offset, with participants press-
ing a button when a flashing target first became visible. Log
thresholds were expressed as sensitivity in dB units as a
function of time after bleach offset. Dark adaptation speed is
defined by the rod intercept time,49 the duration in minutes
required for sensitivity to recover to a criterion value of 5.0 ×
10–3 scotopic cd/m2, in the latter half of the second compo-
nent of RMDA.50,51

The eye tested for RMDA underwent additional vision
tests, as follows. Best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA) was
assessed via an electronic visual acuity (EVA) tester52 ( JAEB
Center for Health Research, Tampa, FL, USA) under photopic
conditions (Fig. 2D, expressed as logarithm of the minimum
angle of resolution [logMAR]). Low-luminance visual acuity
(Fig. 2D) was also assessed using the EVA with participants
viewing letters through a 2.0-log unit neutral density filter to
reduce luminance to 1 cd/m2.53 Low-luminance deficit was
defined by the increase in logMAR under mesopic condi-
tions as compared to photopic conditions. Contrast sensi-
tivity (Fig. 2C) was estimated by the Pelli–Robson chart54

(Precision Vision, La Salle, IL, USA) under photopic condi-
tions and scored by the letter-by-letter method.55 Mesopic
and scotopic sensitivity (Fig. 2B) was measured using the
MP-1S microperimeter (Nidek Technologies, Padova, Italy),
modified to increase the dynamic range of target light inten-
sity to 30 dB.56,57 Using a Goldmann III target (0.43° diam-
eter), sensitivity was measured at the fovea and four targets
on each side of the fovea on the horizontal and vertical
meridians, out to 12° eccentricity (17 total targets). For this
study, sensitivity was expressed as an average of only the
five most central test targets (Fig. 2B). Some participants did
not have microperimetry testing, because the instrument was
not available (74 completed this testing).

Metrics for MPOD, MPOV, Rod:Cone Ratio, and
Minimum Retinal Thickness

MPOD data was exported from the Spectralis and processed
by custom FIJI plug-ins for ImageJ 1.52 (National Insti-
tutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA);58 see Appendix for
details. Exported data consisted of blue and green autofluo-
rescence images and device-specific calibration parameters
from the HEYEX software (Heidelberg Engineering) that was
required for the wavelength correction mentioned above. As
detailed elsewhere,36 MPOD is the log10 of the ratio of green-
excited autofluorescence intensities to blue-excited autoflu-
orescence intensities emitted by the RPE, calculated at each
pixel location. From these two input images was produced a
single MPOD image identical to the one displayed (but not
exported) by the Spectralis. MPOD images were registered
with the near-infrared reflectance Localizer images of the
OCT volume, in which the location of the fovea had previ-
ously been marked manually in the associated B-scan stack.

Several custom FIJI plug-ins produced measurements
similar to, but more customized than, the HEYEX MPOD
analysis software. In particular, mean MPOD values were
calculated for a central disk (1° diameter, 0°–0.5° radius)
and two annuli centered on the fovea, with inner and
outer radii of 0.5° to 2.0° (parafovea) and 2.0°–9.0° (peri-
fovea), respectively. We also computed the mean MPOV as
MPOD × mm2 for the disks with radii 2.0° and 9.0°. MPOD
values were normalized by setting the mean MPOD value
at eccentricity 9.0° to zero. The value of 9.0° is further
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FIGURE 2. Relations of visual stimuli to topography of macular xanthophyll pigment. For illustrative purposes, a macular xanthophyll pigment
distribution was adapted from that of a male subject imaged by dual-wavelength autofluorescence99 assuming radial symmetry. Brighter
white indicates greater MPOD. Axes cross at fixation, and tick marks indicate 1° intervals. Dashed rings indicate the area over which MPOD
was computed by custom software and reported in Table 3. Panels A to C show rings of 1°, 4°, and 18° diameter (0.5°, 2.0°, and 9.0° radius)
shown in red, blue, and green, respectively. Panel D shows the two smaller rings only. Rings should not be confused with those that delimit
subfields of the ETDRS grid. The terms photopic, scotopic, and mesopic, respectively, refer to vision mediated by cones (in daylight), rods
(in starlight), and cones and rods together (at dusk/ dawn). (A) Rod-mediated dark adaptation was assessed 5° superior to the fovea (inferior
to the fixation point). The translucent white square represents a 6° square bleaching flash. The solid circle represents a 2° diameter test
target. (B) Light sensitivity was measured using microperimetry at points within the central 4° diameter. Mesopic sensitivity was tested at
the four gray dots plus the central white dot, for a total of five locations. Scotopic sensitivity was tested at the four gray dots only, due to
the absence of rods at fixation. (C) Photopic contrast sensitivity was measured using the Pelli–Robson chart; a sample letter (2.8° square)
is shown. (D) Best-corrected visual acuity (small H) and low luminance visual acuity (large H) were measured at fixation and are shown
off-center, for clarity. Letters are shown for representative values of these functions in older adults with healthy maculas.34

eccentric than other studies36 and has been recommended,35

because it avoids high variance due to non-autofluorescent
vasculature at greater eccentricities. We measured mean
MPOD for the RMDA test spot (radius = 1°, located 5°, or
1.44 mm, directly superior to the fovea). For comparison to
horizontally oriented OCT B-scans through the fovea, we
determined the mean of all pixels at each eccentricity, within
15° of the horizontal meridian (i.e., within two 30° wedges
with the tips at the fovea). The foveal center was taken as the
minimum retinal thickness within the central 1-mm diameter
(0.5-mm radius) as determined in OCT. As determined using
the Spectralis HEYEX software, this is the distance between
the inner limiting membrane and the external boundary of
the RPE–basal lamina–Bruch’s membrane band.59

For comparison of MPOD to regional photoreceptor
abundance, published rod and cone densities in flat-
mounted normal maculas from human donors 61 to 90 years
of age were re-computed from original individual data.60

Cone counts have been validated in vivo.61 Throughout, we
used a universal conversion of 0.288 mm per degree of visual
angle.62

Statistical Analysis

Data on sample demographics, AMD severity, visual func-
tion tests, retinal pathologies, and mean MPOD/MPOV were
reported at the eye level. AMD severity was categorized
as normal (AREDS 1), early (AREDS 2–4), or intermedi-
ate (AREDS 5–8). Visual function measures were compared
across AMD severity categories using age-adjusted linear
regression. The median and interquartile range were used to
summarize the data, as they were not normally distributed.
Spearman partial correlations were used to assess the asso-
ciation between visual function measures and MPOD/MPOV
accounting for age. MPOD/MPOV values corresponding to
the retinal location of each visual function test, as described
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TABLE 1. Demographic Characteristics and AMD Severity (N = 88)

Demographic Value*

Age (y), mean ± SD 74.9 ± 5.8
Age group (y), n (%)

60–69 15 (17.1)
70–79 54 (61.4)
80–89 18 (20.5)
90–100 1 (1.1)

Gender, n (%)
Male 39 (44.3)
Female 49 (55.7)

Race, n (%)
White, non-Hispanic 86 (97.7)
African American 1 (1.1)
Asian or Pacific Islander 1 (1.1)

Smoking status, n (%)
Current 3 (3.4)
Former 41 (46.6)
Never 44 (50.0)

AMD severity, n (%)
Normal 32 (36.4)
Early 23 (26.1)
Intermediate 33 (37.5)

Lens status, n (%)
Phakic lens 34 (38.6)
Pseudophakic lens 54 (61.4)

* Percentages might not sum to 100% due to rounding.

above, were associated with the visual function measure. The
level of significance was 0.05. All analyses were completed
using SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA).

RESULTS

Table 1 shows person-level characteristics of the cohort,
which was comprised of 88 individuals (55.7% female and
97.7% white of European descent). Of the 88 eyes tested,
32 (36.4%) were normal, 23 (26.1%) were early AMD, and
33 (37.5%) were intermediate AMD. Phakic eyes represented
36% to 43% and pseudophakic eyes represented 56% to 64%
of eyes across the groups of normal and AMD eyes and
did not differ among the groups. Current or former smokers
represented half of all participants, with similar frequencies
among normal subjects and those with early and interme-
diate AMD (46.9%, 56.5%, and 48.5%, respectively). Table 2
indicates that self-reported oral carotenoid supplement use
was higher among subjects with AMD (56.5% and 63.6% in
early and intermediate AMD, respectively) than among those
with normal maculas (P< 0.001). Table 3 presents the results
of visual function tests stratified by AMD presence and sever-
ity. All visual functions, whether mediated by cones, cones
and rods together, or rods only, worsened significantly with
increasing AMD severity, after age adjustment.

Table 4 presents regional MPOD, MPOV, rod:cone ratios,
and minimum retinal thickness, all stratified by AMD sever-
ity. Rod:cone ratios in the fovea, parafovea, and perifovea (as
defined in Table 4) were 0, 0.4, and 6.5; in the RMDA test spot
at 5° superior on the retina, the ratio was 4.1. As expected,
MPOD exhibited a maximum in the fovea and declined with
eccentricity for all groups. At the RMDA test spot, MPOD
was less than 10% of the maximum in the fovea but did not
reach zero (range, 0.011–0.112). MPOD at the RMDA test
spot was correlated with MPOD in the parafoveal annulus of
the same eyes (r= 0.44,P< 0.001) but not with MPOD in the
fovea (r = 0.20, P = 0.0644). Median foveal and parafoveal
MPOD and MPOV differed by AMD status and severity, with
the highest values among those with early and intermediate
AMD (P < 0.05 for all). Minimum retinal thickness in the
central 1° of the fovea did not vary between AMD presence
and severity groups, ranging from 221 to 233 μm.

Table 5 shows age-adjusted associations between visual
functions and MPOD in the retinal regions where each test
was performed. Although all visual functions worsened in
AMD (as shown in Table 3), only some changed in rela-
tion to MPOD. Higher MPOD in the central 1°, and not in
other regions, was associated with better BCVA (r = –0.22,
P = 0.044) but worse low luminance deficit (r = 0.23, P =
0.029). Higher MPOD in the area of the RMDA test target,
and not in other regions, was associated with faster RMDA
(r = –0.30, P = 0.005). Better contrast sensitivity, measured
in the fovea, was associated with higher MPOD at the RMDA
test spot at 5° superior (r = 0.23, P = 0.031). Retinal thick-
ness increased in the central 1° diameter as MPOD increased
(r = 0.36, P < 0.001).

Figure 3 shows representative structural OCT and dual-
wavelength autofluorescence imaging of MPOD in a normal
eye and eyes with early and intermediate AMD. In all three
eyes, the central area with MPOD signal was slightly elon-
gated in the horizontal direction. In OCT images of an
older normal eye (Fig. 3A), the outer retinal hyperreflective
bands were uniform and regular, and the MPOD distribu-
tion had a central peak within an asymmetric ring slightly
higher nasally than temporally. An eye with early AMD
(Fig. 3B) had an RPE disturbance temporal to the fovea, thin-
ning of foveal ellipsoid zone, and fine stripes of OCT light
in the choroid (hypertransmission). This eye exhibited an
MPOD peak that was higher and more symmetrical than
the normal eye in Figure 3A, with an asymmetric fall-off
temporally and patchy signal loss related to the RPE distur-
bance. An eye with intermediate AMD (Fig. 3C) showed
confluent drusen under the fovea and parafovea, subretinal
drusenoid deposits (SDDs, magnified in an inset), a high
central peak of MPOD, and depressed overall signal superi-
orly, with patterned spots of deeper loss related to drusen
and SDDs. MPOD profiles along the horizontal meridian for
all 88 study eyes (computed as described in the Methods
section) are shown in Figure 4.

TABLE 2. Self-Reported Oral Carotenoid Supplement Use Stratified by AMD Disease Presence and Severity

Normal Early AMD Intermediate AMD P*

Supplement use, n (%) <0.0001
Yes 1 (3.1) 13 (56.5) 21 (63.6)
No 31 (96.9) 10 (43.5) 12 (36.4)

* χ2 test.
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TABLE 3. Age-Adjusted Association of Visual Function with AMD Presence and Severity

Median (Interquartile Range)

Normal (n = 32) Early AMD (n = 23) Intermediate AMD (n = 33) P*

Cone-mediated tests
Best-corrected visual acuity (logMAR) –0.01 (–0.06 to 0.09) –0.02 (–0.08 to 0.04) 0.08 (0.00–0.18) 0.015
Contrast sensitivity (log sensitivity) 1.58 (1.50–1.65) 1.60 (1.60–1.65) 1.50 (1.45–1.60) <0.001

Cone- and rod-mediated tests
Low-luminance visual acuity (logMAR) 0.23 (0.14–0.35) 0.26 (0.14–0.48) 0.38 (0.24–0.56) <0.001
Low-luminance deficit 0.18 (0.16–0.26) 0.24 (0.18–0.40) 0.28 (0.22–0.34) 0.004
Mesopic light sensitivity (dB)† 23.60 (20.40–28.80) 24.20 (21.80–26.40) 20.40 (17.50–22.80) <0.001

Rod-mediated tests
Scotopic light sensitivity (dB)† 12.00 (10.40–14.40) 13.00 (10.80–13.80) 9.90 (6.70–11.90) <0.001
Rod intercept time (min) 11.96 (10.28–14.39) 12.02 (9.33–17.90) 20.63 (14.22–28.46) <0.001

* Age-adjusted linear regression.
† Some participants did not complete these tests (n = 74).

TABLE 4. Age-Adjusted Association of Macular Xanthophyll Pigment and Foveal Thickness with AMD Presence and Severity

Median (Interquartile Range)

Normal (n = 32) Early AMD (n = 23) Intermediate AMD (n = 33) P*

Mean MPOD (region, rod:cone ratio)†

0–0.5° (fovea, 0) 0.51 (0.37–0.64) 0.67 (0.52–0.79) 0.65 (0.55–0.79) 0.024
0.5–2.0° (parafovea, 0.4) 0.27 (0.22–0.35) 0.30 (0.22–0.46) 0.35 (0.32–0.43) 0.015
2.0–9.0° (perifovea, 6.5) 0.05 (0.03–0.05) 0.06 (0.03–0.08) 0.05 (0.04–0.06) 0.053
RMDA test spot (5° superior perifovea, 4.1) 0.04 (0.03–0.05) 0.05 (0.04–0.07) 0.04 (0.03–0.05) 0.158

Mean MPOV‡ (region, rod:cone ratio)
0.0–2.0° (central macula, 0.4) 0.30 (0.23–0.41) 0.34 (0.26–0.53) 0.40 (0.36–0.48) 0.012
0.0–9.0° (macula, 5.5) 1.30 (0.95–1.51) 1.59 (1.00–2.17) 1.50 (1.12–1.64) 0.025

Minimum retinal thickness (0°–0.5°) 220.5 (209.0–236.0) 233.0 (209.0–250.0) 221.0 (208.0–242.0) 0.260

* Age-adjusted linear regression.
† Retinal regions are described in terms of radius (eccentricity from the foveal center). Rod:cone ratios were recently re-computed from

digital maps of histologic photoreceptor topography for donors 61 to 90 years of age for regions of the ETDRS grid, as described elsewhere,60

and for regions of interest for the MPOD distribution as described herein.
‡ MPOV = MPOD × mm2.

TABLE 5. Associations† of Macular Xanthophyll Pigment with Visual Function and Minimum Retinal Thickness (N = 88)

MPOD 1°-Diameter Disk
Centered on Fovea MPOD at RMDA Test Spot

MPOV 4°-Diameter Disk
Centered on Fovea

Correlation
Coefficient P

Correlation
Coefficient P

Correlation
Coefficient P

Cone-mediated tests
Best-corrected visual acuity (logMAR) –0.22 0.044* –0.14 0.202 –0.10 0.350
Contrast sensitivity (log sensitivity) 0.12 0.287 0.23 0.031* 0.04 0.700

Cone- and rod-mediated tests
Low-luminance visual acuity (logMAR) –0.01 0.898 –0.15 0.179 0.03 0.804
Low-luminance deficit 0.23 0.029* –0.05 0.065 0.19 0.075
Mesopic light sensitivity (dB)‡ 0.08 0.513 0.17 0.156 –0.07 0.562

Rod-mediated tests
Scotopic light sensitivity (dB)‡ 0.08 0.509 0.12 0.301 –0.19 0.115
Rod intercept time (min) 0.19 0.079 –0.30 0.005* 0.20 0.065

Minimum retinal thickness (μm)§ 0.36 <0.001* –0.14 0.184 –0.06 0.604

* Indicates statistical significance at P < 0.05 (bold).
† Spearman partial correlation coefficient, adjusted for age.
‡ Some participants did not complete these tests (n = 74).
§ Measured using the automated internal limiting membrane (ILM)–RPE segmentation of the Heidelberg HEYEX software.
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FIGURE 3. Structural and macular xanthophyll pigment imaging in eyes with and without early and intermediate AMD. Comparison of foveal
OCT B-scans (top row), spatial distribution of xanthophyll carotenoids using dual-wavelength autofluorescence (middle row), and profile
distribution of MPOD (bottom row) in a representative aged normal (A), early AMD (B), and intermediate AMD eye, with AREDS stages
indicated. The white scale bar in the en face image represents the x-location and extent of the 20o OCT B-scan. The orange scale bar overlay
represents the extent of 8° MPOD density sampled from two 30°-wide wedges centered on the fovea (resembling a bowtie). A conversion
factor of 0.288 mm/° of visual angle is used. Arrowheads represent corresponding fovea-centered y-locations for the scans and plots. Scale
bar: 250 μm (top panels). OCT in top row shows AMD pathology in B (RPE disturbance, arrowheads indicating pinstripe hypertransmission)
and C (drusen, pinstripe hypertransmission, and, in a magnified inset, subretinal drusenoid deposit).

DISCUSSION

In normal and AMD eyes in persons in the southeastern
United States, we found that higher foveal MPOD assessed
with dual-wavelength autofluorescence is associated with
better photopic acuity and greater thickness of central fovea.
For the first time, to the best of our knowledge, we also
directly determined MPOD at a superior perifoveal RMDA
test location. Overall values were low and unrelated to AMD
severity, yet positively associated with faster RMDA. MPOD
measures were not associated with most other visual func-
tions, due to either sample size or the nature of the neuro-
physiology underlying these tests, or both. Associations of
foveal MPOD with low-luminance deficit (involving rods)
and perifoveal MPOD with foveal contrast sensitivity are
counterintuitive and should be evaluated in a larger sample.
Our findings have implications for vision, xanthophyll biol-
ogy, AMD pathogenesis, and dual-wavelength autofluores-
cence imaging.

A positive association of foveal MPOD with BCVA builds
on prior research in which tissue-level MPOD was assessed
with HFP6,24,30,31,63,64 and other techniques.65,66 In younger
adults with normal maculas, BCVA is modestly associated

with higher MPOD24 and has been shown to improve 6
to 12 months after supplementation in some studies6,31,63

but not in others.30,64 In eyes with variably defined AMD,
BCVA improved with supplementation in relation to MPOD
in some studies65–67 but not in others.31,68–70 Although our
study eyes were staged by CFP, for statistical purposes we
pooled aged normal and AMD eyes (Table 5) due to sample
size, as previous investigators have done.67,69,70 Significant
associations have been described as explaining little of the
variance,24,67 as was also true for our data (r2 = 0.05). The
idea that yellow MP could improve acuity is long standing,
dating back to Schultz in 1866,71,72 and has appeal because
cone spacing limits foveal acuity,73,74 and these cones are
interleaved with Müller glia.75 However, the original idea
that xanthophylls improve acuity by filtering blue light and
reducing chromatic aberration has taken a back seat to other
ideas, as discussed below.

One striking and apparently novel finding is higher levels
of MPOD, in early and intermediate AMD compared to
normal eyes, by all measures as assessed by objective imag-
ing. Previous studies, all small like ours, have reported
that MPOD was the same (Ireland),69,76,77 or lower (South
Korea)78 in AMD eyes when compared to normal eyes. These
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FIGURE 4. Density profiles showing macular xanthophyll pigment distribution in individual eyes with and without early and intermediate
AMD. The gray lines represent individual 12° MPOD density profiles sampled from two wedges (resembling a bowtie) centered on the fovea
in 32 normal, 23 early AMD, and 33 intermediate AMD eyes. The blue lines represent the mean MPOD density profiles for the respective
groups. A conversion factor of 0.288 mm/° of visual angle is used.

findings were obtained by HFP at single77,78 or several69,76

retinal test locations. Short-term supplementation trials in
AMD eyes have found that BCVA improves months after an
MPOD increase,6,63,65 leading to the conclusion that this lag
could not be solely attributable to an increase in optical
filtration.66 Interestingly, supplementation use and MPOD
abundance in our study were higher in early AMD eyes
than in normal eyes, and upticks in cone-mediated vision
were largest at intermediate AMD (Table 3). It is possible
that dual-wavelength autofluorescence imaging used in our
study revealed a long-term, tissue-level benefit of supple-
mentation (e.g., involving modified gene expression). This
idea remains speculative without more information about
supplement onset and serum xanthophyll concentrations in
our sample. Supplement use may also be a surrogate for
factors we did not assess (e.g., overall better attention to
health).

We found that increased MPOD abundance was associ-
ated with faster RMDA despite being <10% of peak values
at the foveal center. It could be argued that a sufficiently high

level of MP at 5° eccentricity could delay RMDA simply by
reducing the intensity of light reaching the photoreceptors,77

but we found the reverse. Low values of MPOD at the RMDA
test location in our study suggest that light filtration is not
a major factor. Other investigators reported both positive5

and negative27,31 associations of MPOD regarding aspects
of rod-mediated visual tasks distinct from retinoid-limited
RMDA used in this study. As mentioned above, an asso-
ciation of delayed RMDA with low MPOD measured with
HFP at fixation was found with a small sample and under
non-standard stimulus conditions.33 We did not confirm this
association in a much larger sample (N = 306) under stan-
dard conditions.34 In the current study, we assessed local
MPOD at the RMDA test spot using objective and unbiased
dual-wavelength autofluorescence imaging. Indeed, small
and functionally significant changes in MPOD at this loca-
tion would not be detectable in a global measure that also
included high foveal values. This association with RMDAwas
modest and could be real or represent a surrogate for other
aspects of MP biology in these eyes, as explored below.
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FIGURE 5. Schematic representation of macular xanthophyll pigment distribution in thick versus thin foveas. The macular xanthophyll
pigment distribution from Snodderly et al.18 shows abundant pigment in the inner and outer plexiform layers and the Henle fiber layer. (A)
This schematic illustration shows how the central macular xanthophyll pigment could appear lower in thin fovea with a small, deep pit due
to the smaller central bouquet (blue arrows). (B) In contrast, a thicker fovea with a wider, shallow pit would have more macular xanthophyll
pigment due to a more extensive central bouquet (blue arrows) comprised of cones and Müller cells. Thick and thin foveas were defined
by described methods.100

Can one mechanism explain the association of higher
MPOD with better BCVA and RMDA? We offer a scenario in
which the vertical and lateral components of the MP distribu-
tion (Fig. 5) play separate roles via variations in foveal shape,
previously suggested as risk factors.79 A recently articulated
center-surround model of cone resilience and rod vulnera-
bility in aging and AMD incorporates a barrier to retinoid
transport in the choriocapillaris–Bruch’s membrane–RPE
complex.10,80,81 In brief, the RPE constitutively secretes
lipoproteins to the circulation to offload unneeded lipids.
During aging, the exit route across Bruch’s membrane and
choriocapillaris endothelium gradually fails, resulting in
lipid-rich drusen in many older eyes. Perifoveal rods are
harmed as lipids accumulate in Bruch’s membrane, block-
ing exchange. Foveal cones themselves are relatively spared,
because the Müller glia protecting them are also supplied
from retinal vasculature.

Regarding the vertical component, a high MPOD concen-
tration in the central-most cones and Müller cells poten-
tially enhances cone-mediated BCVA while also concen-
trating vertically orienting lipid trafficking into the foveal
center, increasing the amount of lipid disposed by RPE
directly below. Accordingly, and in agreement with some
studies82–85 but not others,86,87 we found higher MPOD
associated with foveas that were 5.4% thicker (schema-
tized in Fig. 5). Over a lifespan, this significant but small
anatomic difference may have a biologic impact,79 just as
gene sequence variants are believed to affect the efficiency
of molecular interactions. Recently Obana et al.11 found a
strong positive relationship between MPOD and the distance

between foveal inner and external limiting membranes
in older Japanese adults with normal maculas and low
supplement usage. The foveal center contains numerous
Müller glia,75 including distinct populations likely account-
ing for a long-sought Müller cell “cone” of high xanthophyll
content.88

The impact of xanthophyll spatial distribution on RMDA
may involve foveal shape and the lateral extent of glial
processes in the plexiform layers (Fig. 5). We previously
hypothesized that plasma high-density lipoproteins (HDL)
bearing MP taken up by the RPE for transfer to neurosen-
sory retina is a candidate source for fatty acids in Bruch’s
membrane lipids.10 In this model, lipid trafficking to glial
processes may relate to the lateral extent of drusen mate-
rial and barrier dysfunction under central macula.89,90 A
thick fovea (Fig. 5B) with more lipid directly beneath it
may have less lipid at the RMDA test spot and vice versa
for a thin fovea (Fig. 5A). Thus, higher foveal MPOD may
reduce harm to parafoveal rods by centrally concentrating
excess lipid in and around the fovea (Fig. 5) while enhancing
cone-mediated foveal vision. This idea would be supported
by an association between foveal and perifoveal MPOD,
which we did not detect (Table 5). However, an eccentricity-
dependent gradient of Müller glia phenotypes distinguish-
able by morphology and xanthophyll content is suggested
by independent effects on foveal and perifoveal MPOD
in macular telangiectasia type 2.91 More data from larger
samples are needed; linking retinal layers to en face dual-
wavelength autofluorescence images of MPOD in individual
eyes will be informative.
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With the detailed dual-wavelength autofluorescence
images for AMD that we obtained (Fig. 3), we can opine
as to this modality’s utility. Dual-wavelength autofluores-
cence imaging has two major assumptions92 that should be
updated in light of new information about the subcellular
and cellular basis of RPE autofluorescence. One assumption
is that the excitation spectra of RPE signal sources (e.g., lipo-
fuscin) are the same at different retinal locations. Although
this assumption seems reasonable at the organelle level,
it is now known that human RPE organelle content varies
with region. Melanolipofuscin is more abundant than lipo-
fuscin under the fovea,40 and its spectrum may differ from
that of lipofuscin.93 Further, how loss and rearrangement of
RPE autofluorescent granules in AMD38,39 affect the balance
of excitation spectra remains to be determined. Another
assumption92 is that autofluorescence signal is attenuated
by only MP, implying an absence of additional fluorophores,
reflectors, or absorbers in retinal layers between the signal
sources and detector. It is now known that RPE autofluores-
cence intensity is modulated by non-RPE tissue layers; for
example, shortening of photoreceptors reduces the absorp-
tion of incoming excitation light, resulting in hyperautoflu-
orescence.94 A major unknown is how reactive gliosis in
AMD95,96 might impact the xanthophyll content of Müller
cell membranes. Thus, MPOD imaging in AMD will be most
useful when co-registered with OCT imaging for a multilayer
understanding of signal sources and modulators.

Strengths of this study are its objective and unbiased
imaging method for MPOD, tests of rod and cone func-
tion with different neurophysiologic bases, new metrics for
MPOD that probe visually stimulated regions, defined AMD
and control groups, development of a new understanding
of RPE autofluorescence, and a theory that links soft drusen
to MP and macular Müller glia.10 Limitations include a small
sample size that reduced statistical power, lack of details
on lens density in phakic eyes and posterior subcapsular
opacification in pseudophakic eyes, and lack of supplement
history to inform conclusions about autofluorescence signal
strength and tissue xanthophyll content. Additional limita-
tions include use of a CFP-based grading scale for AMD
severity that does not cover the full range of known AMD
pathology, lack of information about individual differences
in axial length and foveal shape that impact measurement
accuracy in en face images,97 and lack of genetic testing
especially for HDL genes implicated in AMD risk.98

In conclusion, our study has documented macular
xanthophyll abundance and rod- and cone-mediated vision
in perhaps the most comprehensive manner to date while
incorporating new theories of AMD deposit pathogene-
sis and human visual neuroscience. Our data have clini-
cal relevance in showing that higher MPOD at foveal and
parafoveal locations in older people is associated with
better cone-mediated acuity and RMDA, respectively. Further
investigation of dual-wavelength autofluorescence imaging
is warranted, especially in conditions where Müller glia
involvement is suspected. Many questions raised in this
study will be addressed in a large prospective observational
trial (ALSTAR2, NCT04112667) that is ongoing.81
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APPENDIX

Custom ImageJ plug-ins used for this research
are available for download. The link to the
ImageJ update site is https://sites.imagej.net/
CreativeComputation/. Programs are available as
.jar files, which include source code.

Batch_Grids_OCT Gathers OCT data
Batch_Rezero_MPOD_OCT Re-zeroes MPOD data
CheckFovea_OCT Checks position of fovea and ONH
Find_Fovea_OCT Lets user specify the location of

fovea and ONH
MPOD_XML_Reader Creates an MPOD image from

MPOD XML Export
QAF_XML_Reader Creates a QAF image from QAF XML

Export
Register_OCT Registers en face images to OCT

XML Export

https://sites.imagej.net/CreativeComputation/

